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Motivation

CALIFA:
I Coverage
I Diverse types of galaxies (kinematics, morphology, interaction
state)
I Statistically well-defined sample, possible to perform volume
and large scale structure corrections

Measuring the rotation velocity from CALIFA velocity fields

A CALIFA velocity field, our model and residuals

MCMC-based model selection provides full posterior distribution of
model parameters: realistic uncertainties

Modelling the Tully-Fisher relation: data-driven outlier
rejection

v22

Mr distribution, color-coded for inclination-corrected

Re

Results

1
Left: bivariate linear regression fit to the data. Right: Vmax
weighted and
unweighted models of the Tully-Fisher relation with intrinsic scatter

I
I
I

IFU information helps to select the sample in a non-arbitrary,
reproducible way
Inclination is the largest source of velocity uncertainties and it
is difficult to constrain precisely
With CALIFA, we can try to obtain a volume-corrected
Tully-Fisher relation

Kinematics of Major
Mergers:
The CALIFA perspective
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Major Mergers: Crucial for Galaxy Evolution
…However, galactic properties across the entire major
merger are poorly studied observationally…
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Fig. 1. Example of the scheme for the merger described in section 2.1. Top: SDSS r-band images of galaxies included in the CALIFA survey,
from left to right: Stage 1, well-defined separation of the galaxy main bodies; no evident interaction signatures (IC 0944); Stage 2, galaxies
overlap, but no strong morphological interaction features such as bridges are present (VV 488NED02); Stage 3: pre-merger phase, two defined
50 (Mice); Stage 4, single extended nucleus in optical with prominent tidal features (Arp 220) and Stage 5,
nucleus with evident interaction features
merger remnant, possible tidal debris (NGC 7364). Black line represents one arcmin. Top is north and left is east. Middle: stellar velocity fields.
Bottom: H↵+[NII] velocity field for each galaxy example. In each of the velocity fields the numbers represent the velocity range in km/s.
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kinematic properties, while in appendix
B we present the kinematic velocity distributions for the ionized gas1and the stars.
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2. Sample and Observations

Prior to introduce the interacting sample, we present in section
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3 2.1 the 4
5 scheme used for the evolution of the
merger event. Then the main aspects of the interacting sample
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• early-type galaxies

• early- & late-type galaxies

• interaction stage 3 or 5

• all stages of merger

Stellar and gas kinematics match well
across the merger event.

Stellar and gas kinematics match well
across the merger event.
Learn more at poster # 1!
Kinematics Across Major Mergers: The CALIFA view

J.K. Barrera-Ballesteros et al.: Tracing major mergers in the CALIFA survey
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Fig. 1. HCG 2a,b. North is at the top and East is to the left of all images in Figs. 1 to 6. HCG 2a is located to the East of HCG 2b. Top left:
R band image from CTIO. Top right: velocity field. We highlight the HCG 2b scale at the top ofFigure
the velocity
field, in order to show clearly its
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(DETECTet− MINAREA
alyzed in
de Oliveira
al. (2004)=and

http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr

(2008a), using the following method. We generated catalogs using SExtractor (SE, Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in the FUV, NUV
and R-band sky-subtracted images. The threshold for source
detection was set to 1.5 sigma (DETECT− THRESH = 1.5)
for a minimum area of 5 pixels (DETECT− MINAREA = 5).

1

5

ies or merger remnants the velocity fields depart from a pure roStars and gas kinematically
aligned
across
merger
tational velocity
field (e.g., Bellocchi
et al. 2013;the
Westmoquette
3. Kinematic Misalignments as tracer of the
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150

(deg)

4

stars−gas

higher than the expected velocities (Torres-Flores et al. 2009).
Therefore, in these cases, we used the morphological inclinations obtained from the relation cos(b/a) = i, where b and a

100

50

misalignment > 30˚

~10 %
• ONLY early-type galaxies
• interaction stage 3 or 5

0
1

et al. 2012; Colina et al. 2005). In this study we characterize the
interaction
kinematics of the interacting and merging galaxies through parameters derived directly from their stellar and ionised gas veloc- In this section we present the stellar and ionized gas kinematic
Conclusions
ity distributions. No assumption on the behaviour of the galactic PAs compared with the morphological ones. From our method,
components is made. First we determine the kinematic center we are able to determine the
• Stellar
ionised
gas internal
intrinsicand
kinematic
distortion
in
non−interacting
then we procedeed to obtain
the major kinematic position angle. each component by comparing the approaching and receding
early−type
kinematics sides are well aligned across
kinematic
PA. Finally we also compare the stellar and ionized
The procedure to detemine
late−type the kinematic centre make uses
the merger event within 12˚ (~80%)
of the velocity gradient field. For a pure-rotational velocity field, gas kinematic PA.
Prior to introduce the kinematic
properties
of the intereacting
the peak of the velocity gradient coincides with the optical cen• Strong
misalignments
between star and
tre. In practice, we used the weighted average location of the sample we have to point out that in order to distangle the physigas only
small
(~10%), earlyeventinfrom
thosefraction
due to the
positions defining the brighter peaks/structures of the velocity cal process that govern the merging
interacting
sample
with the3congradient map, using as weights the velocity gradient value at secular regime, we compare the
type
galaxies
in stage
or 5
each location, as the position of the kinematic centre (see details trol galaxies. The latter is in turn bias towards late-type galaxies
stellar
and ionised
gas components
kinematic
misalignments
of the
in García-Lorenzo et. al. 2014). This centre produces a more (see section 2.3). However •theBoth
sample
are within
scatter in most of the
symmetric pseudo-rotational curve (see below) than the optical early-type galaxies in the control
present
quite
tightthe
relation
the sake regardless
of comparisonthe
weinteraction
asnucleus. Location of the kinematic centre respect to the optical of the entire sample. Then for
galaxies
stage,
sume that trends found for the galaxies in the control sample are
nucleus are presented in table A.
morphology
or stellar
mass
regardless their
morphology.
The major kinematic axis (PAkin , hereafter) provides a mea- representative of the entire sample
surement of the global kinematic orientation. In practice, we
misalignment < 30˚ • Physic mechanism(s) that maintain both
plot the radial velocity for all the spaxels up to a given radius 3.1. Morpho-Kinematic misalignments
components kinematically aligned along
3
4
5
in a 2
position-velocity
diagram
centred
in the kinematic centre
Interaction
the merger
event
at the
kphstars
scales?
of morph
obtained
previusly.stage
We then choose those spaxels with the max- In figure 4 we present the distribution
kin for
imum (minimum) projected velocity at the receding (approach- and the ionized gas. Top panel shows the misalignment for the
• young
a large stellar
range ofpopulation
values. For formed in situ
ing) side at di↵erent radii. This velocities and radii yield the stellar component. It spans in
the 90%
ionised
gas
kinematics?
the non-interacting galaxies wefollow
found that
of the
sampseudo-rotational curve 2 . Finally, for each side
we identify the types
• early/late
selected spaxels in the velocity map. The average of their polar ple has misalignments smaller than 20 . From this we obtain
• do the
gas
and
stars in the merger
fraction of interacting galaxies
with
large
misalignments
coordinates provides an estimation of PAkin•andall
their
standard that thestages
interaction
is ⇠ 42%
( it reducesiftoso,
30%
decouple?
when?
deviation ( PAkin ) measures the scatter of these points around the ( > 20 ) in any of their sides event
straight line defining the kinematic PA. To compare the stellar considering galaxies with > 20 in both sides). The interactand the ionised gas kinematic PA we pick the common maximum ing and control stellar morpho-kinematic misalignments are not
radius where both components can be measured. We estimate likely to be drawn from the same parent distribution (KS test, p
the uncertainties on the determination of PAkin and PAkin via < 0.1%; using the IDL routine kdtwo.pro).
In section 3.2 we study this misalignment according to stellar
Monte Carlo simulations. For the stellar component the largest
uncertainty in PAkin is 30 with typical values of ⇠ 7 and for mass and the morphological interaction stage. Here we want to
PAkin the uncertainties have tipical values of ⇠ 5 . Similarly highlight the galaxy with the largest misalignment in both sides,
for the ionized gas the largest uncertainty is 30 however typi- NGC 5794. This galaxy is part of a triplet with the early-type
cal uncertainties are of the order of ⇠ 5 similary for PAkin the galaxy NGC 5797 (CALIFA object with signatures of intereaction) and further away the late-type spiral NGC 5804. From its
uncertainties are of the order of ⇠ 5 .
Following the same procedure as in Barrera-Ballesteros et. visual morphology this galaxy is catalogued as lenticular (S0)
al. 2014, we determine the photometric orientation PAmorph of with its photometric PA ⇠ 105 . However, the stellar kinematic
the galaxies by fitting an ellipse model using the standard task orientation for both sides is close to 0 . In fact, a more careful

~90 %

Thanks!
2
Note that this definition di↵ers from the classical idea of rotational
curve for which the orientation in the plane of the sky had to be choosen
in advance (Sofue & Rubin 2001)

3
IRAF is distributed by the Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Fundation
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Additional Material

Misalignment stars-gas with respect to stellar mass
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Internal kinematic misalignements
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Where does star
formation stop?
James Allen - University of Sydney

Star formation is suppressed in
high density environments
How?
Where?

How concentrated is star formation?
Continuum

Hα

log(Hα)

Do star formation profiles
vary with environment?

Low density

High density
R / Re

Adam Schaefer

Dynamical Modelling of SAMI
Galaxies

Nic Scott (University of Sydney) and the SAMI Team
ESO 3D2014, Tuesday 11th March

Dynamical Modelling

› Input Multi Gaussian Expansion
model of the surface brightness
› Predict stellar kinematics for a
range of inclinations, M/Ls and
anisotropies
› Fit to observed SAMI kinematics
to constrain parameters
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Dynamical Modelling

› Input Multi Gaussian Expansion
model of the surface brightness
› Predict stellar kinematics for a
range of inclinations, M/Ls and
anisotropies
› Fit to observed SAMI kinematics
to constrain parameters
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Mass-to-light ratio vs. velocity dispersion
Abell 85

Abell 168

Abell 2399

› Find a tight relationship between M/L and velocity dispersion in each of the
three SAMI Pilot clusters
› Scatter ~ 8%
› Slopes between 0.55 and 0.72, consistent with each other and literature
4

The Fundamental and Mass Planes

a = 1.1±0.5
b = 1.0±0.2

a = 1.7±0.4
b = 1.1±0.2

› Compared to Fundamental Plane (see Colless talk), the Mass Plane (MRe-sigma) is i) tighter and ii) closer to the Virial Prediction
5

Upcoming Work
› Dynamical models for 1000s of galaxies from the SAMI galaxy
survey
› Compare dynamical masses from stellar kinematics, ionized
and atomic gas
› Study variation of M/L, dark matter fraction and IMF as a
function of:
- mass
- environment,
- morphological type
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SDSS-IV/MaNGA
Mapping Nearby Galaxies at APO
Renbin Yan (University of Kentucky) for the MaNGA Team

•
•

•

Part of SDSS-IV.
Multi-object IFS: 17 galaxies per 7 sq. deg. pointing

10,000 galaxies in 6 years.

•

Spatial resolution: 2.5” (1-2kpc);
spectral resolution: 50-70 km/s (sigma);
spectral coverage: 3500-10,500A.

•
•

Median S/N per A of 5.5 per fiber in r-band at 1.5Re.
Had a successful prototype observation run,
currently commissioning the production hardware.
Survey observation begins on July 1st !

Target Selection
•
•

Flat stellar mass distribution
Uniform spatial coverage in units of Re

-

2/3 of the sample covered to 1.5Re
1/3 of the sample covered to 2.5Re

•

Simple selection based on Mi and
redshift.

•

No size or inclination cuts

2x

4x

4x

2x

5x

12”
32”

Current Field Choice

Let us know which fields we should prioritize.

Example science outcome

Plot made by K. Bundy, C. Conroy, & R. van den Bosch

See Poster #44 for more information on MaNGA

